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was the dominant figure of the German People’s Party during the Weimar Republic.
The study is based on the unpublished papers of Dr. Gustav Stresemann, which came
into Allied possession at the end of World War II as part of the vast collection
of German Foreign Ministry documents. They were opened to research in the spring
of 1953, as the result of a U.S.-British agreement. “A valuable contribution,
enhanced by Mr. Gatzke’s penetrating insights and sureness of style.”—Fritz Stern,
Columbia University
The United States and Germany Manfred Jonas 1985-07 In this clearly written and
scrupulously researched book, Manfred Jonas tells the story of relations between
the two countries from America's Declaration of Independence in 1776 to the Nixon
administration's recognition of the German Democratic Republic in 1973.
The Americanization of Germany, 1945-1949 Ralph Willett 1989-01-01
Stolen Lives 1999
Power and Culture Akira Iriye 1981 Power and Culture challenges existing
assumptions about the war in the Pacific. By focusing on the interplay between
culture and international relations, one of the world’s most distinguished
scholars of United States–Japanese affairs offers a startling reassessment of what
the war really meant to the two combatants. Akira Iriye examines the
Japanese–American war for the first time from the cultural perspectives of both
countries, arguing that it was more a search for international order than a
ruthless pursuit of power. His thesis is bold, for he convincingly demonstrates
that throughout the war many Japanese leaders shared with their American
counterparts an essentially Wilsonian vision of international cooperation. As the
war drew to a close, these statesmen began to plan for a cooperative world
structure that was remarkably similar to the ideas of American policymakers.
Indeed, as Iriye shows, the stunning success of Japanese–American postwar
relations can be understood only in the light of a deep convergence of their
ideals. Iriye has drawn his conclusions from original research, using official
Japanese archives and recently declassified American documents. These offer a
totally new perspective on the ways leaders in both countries actually viewed the
war they were waging.
The Origins of the Marshall Plan John Gimbel 1976
Police Integrity 1997
GIs and Germans Petra Goedde 2003-01-01 "Goedde finds that as American soldiers
fraternized with German civilians, particularly as they formed sexual
relationships with women, they developed a feminized image of Germany that
contrasted sharply with their wartime image of the aggressive Nazi storm trooper.
A perception of German "victimhood" emerged that was fostered by the German
population and adopted by Americans.

The Weimar Republic Detlev J. K. Peukert 1993-09 Offers a political, social, and
economic analysis of the Weimar Republic and explores how a politically liberal
and culturally progressive advanced society could slide into fascism.
The American Occupation of Germany Edward Norman Peterson 1977 Professor Peterson
undersøger den efter 2. Verdenskrig i Tyskland etablerede amerikanske
militærregerings organisation, politik og resultater. I sin omfattende beskrivelse
af okkupationen har han specielt behandlet forholdene i Bayern og de 4 bayerske
kommuner.
The Decision to Divide Germany John H. Backer 1978
Ideology and U. S. Foreign Policy Michael H. Hunt 2009-04-28 This new edition of
Michael H. Hunt's classic reinterpretation of American diplomatic history includes
a preface that reflects on the personal experience and intellectual agenda behind
the writing of the book, surveys the broad impact of the book's argument, and
addresses the challenges to the thesis since the book's original publication. In
the wake of 9/11 this interpretation is more pertinent than ever. Praise for the
previous edition:"Clearly written and historically sound. . . . A subtle critique
and analysis."—Gaddis Smith, Foreign Affairs "A lean, plain-spoken treatment of a
grand subject. . . . A bold piece of criticism and advocacy. . . . The right focus
of the argument may insure its survival as one of the basic postwar critiques of
U.S. policy."—John W. Dower, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists "A work of
intellectual vigor and daring, impressive in its scholarship and imaginative in
its use of material."—Ronald Steel, Reviews in American History "A masterpiece of
historical compression."—Wilson Quarterly “A penetrating and provocative study. .
. . A pleasure both to read and to contemplate."—John Martz, Journal of Politics
The Marshall Plan Michael J. Hogan 1989-01-27 Analyzes the political and economic
goals of the Marshall Plan discusses Britain's role in the plan, and assesses the
outcome of U.S. aid and advice
Stresemann and the Rearmament of Germany Hans W. Gatzke 2017-07-31 The first major
study of Stresemann following declassification of his papers in the previous year.
Written by Hans W. Gatzke, then a Professor at John Hopkins, who was intrigued by
the enigmatic Gustav Stresemann (1878-1929), a German politician and statesman who
served briefly as Chancellor in 1923 and Foreign Minister 1923-1929, during the
Weimar Republic. He was co-laureate of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1926. His most
notable achievement was the reconciliation between Germany and France, for which
he and Aristide Briand received the Nobel Peace Prize. During a period of
political instability and fragile, short-lived governments, he was generally seen
as the most influential cabinet member in most of the Weimar Republic’s existence.
During his political career, he represented three successive liberal parties; he
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The Pledge Betrayed Tom Bower 1982 Documents the Allied government's careless and
incomplete denazification of post-war Germany and details the success of many
former Nazis in rising to important and influential positions in German industry
and government today
The Founding of the Federal Republic of Germany John Ford Golay 1958 'Basic law
for the Federal Republic of Germany': p. 217-262.
The Making of a Special Relationship Michael H. Hunt 1983-01
American Policy and the Division of Germany Bruce Kuklick 1972
Shaping the Digital Dissertation Virginia Kuhn 2021-05-04 This volume is a timely
intervention that not only helps demystify the idea of a digital dissertation for
students and their advisors, but will be broadly applicable to the work of
librarians, administrators, and anyone else concerned with the future of graduate
study in the humanities and digital scholarly publishing. Roxanne Shirazi, The
City University of New York Digital dissertations have been a part of academic
research for years now, yet there are still many questions surrounding their
processes. Are interactive dissertations significantly different from their paperbased counterparts? What are the effects of digital projects on doctoral
education? How does one choose and defend a digital dissertation? This book
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explores the wider implications of digital scholarship across institutional,
geographic, and disciplinary divides. The volume is arranged in two sections: the
first, written by senior scholars, addresses conceptual concerns regarding the
direction and assessment of digital dissertations in the broader context of
doctoral education. The second section consists of case studies by PhD students
whose research resulted in a natively digital dissertation that they have
successfully defended. These early-career researchers have been selected to
represent a range of disciplines and institutions. Despite the profound effect of
incorporated digital tools on dissertations, the literature concerning them is
limited. This volume aims to provide a fresh, up-to-date view on the digital
dissertation, considering the newest technological advances. It is especially
relevant in the European context where digital dissertations, mostly in arts-based
research, are more popular. Shaping the Digital Dissertation aims to provide
insights, precedents and best practices to graduate students, doctoral advisors,
institutional agents, and dissertation committees. As digital dissertations have a
potential impact on the state of research as a whole, this edited collection will
be a useful resource for the wider academic community and anyone interested in the
future of doctoral studies.
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